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Abstract—
Scaling computations on emerging massive-core super-

computers is a daunting task, which coupled with the
significantly lagging system I/O capabilities exacerbates
applications’ end-to-end performance. The I/O bottleneck
often negates potential performance benefits of assigning
additional compute cores to an application. In this paper,
we address this issue via a novel functional partitioning
(FP) runtime environment that allocates cores to specific
application tasks — checkpointing, de-duplication, and
scientific data format transformation — so that the deluge
of cores can be brought to bear on the entire gamut of
application activities. The focus is on utilizing the extra
cores to support HPC application I/O activities and also
leverage solid-state disks in this context. For example, our
evaluation shows that dedicating 1 core on an oct-core
machine for checkpointing and its assist tasks using FP can
improve overall execution time of a FLASH benchmark on
80 and 160 cores by 43.95% and 41.34%, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

As growth in processor frequency has stagnated, chip

designers have turned to increasing the number of pro-

cessing cores per socket to meet Moore’s law scaling

of processor capability. In the near future, each socket

may contain 8, 16, or even 80 or more cores, e.g., Intel’s

80-core chip prototype [1]. This push towards increasing

peak CPU throughput in High Performance Computing

(HPC) systems is not matched by a similar push towards

improving the access bandwidth to other components:

sustained I/O bandwidth significantly lags behind pro-

cessor improvements [2]. With many-core processors

driving up the per-socket memory and I/O bandwidth

requirements, the “storage wall” problem that has long

perplexed designers of parallel computing clusters is now

moving to within each compute node.

Consider the current No. 1 machine on the Top500

list [3], the 224,256-core Jaguar petaflop supercomputer.
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A balanced petaflop system should sustain a bit of

I/O operation per instruction, requiring the parallel file

system (PFS) to provide 100 TB/s of I/O bandwidth. In

reality, the currently used state-of-the-art PFS, Lustre [4],

supports a peak I/O bandwidth of 254 GB/s [5] (based on

an IOR benchmark), which is two orders of magnitude

less than the ideal bandwidth. Furthermore, applications

typically only realize a fraction of this peak performance

due to software overhead or resource contention.

Simply assigning cores to an application does not

scale: End-to-end application performance is not ex-

pected to grow linearly with the number of cores [6],

mainly due to the bottleneck-prone HPC storage hier-

archy and the contention for on-chip resources in the

“sea of cores” of modern multicore systems. Adding to

this is the overhead from using the needed sophisticated

but complex programming techniques both in symmet-

ric [7]–[11] and asymmetric [12], [13] multicores.

To underscore these challenges, we tested two com-

mon parallel programs, namely mpiBLAST [14], an I/O-

intensive biological sequence alignment application, and

FLASH [15], [16], a computation-intensive astrophysics

simulation. We executed the applications on a clus-

ter comprising four oct-core machines, using standard

scheduling to map processes to cores on the four nodes.

We used a 24 GB workload and Sod 3D for mpiBLAST

and FLASH, respectively, and studied them with a fixed

total problem size, i.e., under strong scaling.
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Fig. 1. Speedup obtained for mpi-
BLAST and FLASH.

Figure 1 shows

the speedup achieved

with increasing

number of cores

compared to the

case of one core.

It is observed that

for the selected

workloads, using

increasing number

of cores does not provide corresponding improvement

in execution time. This behavior can be attributed to:

(i) the storage wall as more cores contend for the data



from PFS, and (ii) the memory wall as more cores in a

node compete for the shared memory.

Functional partitioning of cores: The solution to the

compute-I/O imbalance problem must scale with core

count. In the post-petascale environment, everything off

socket is too far away in terms of “clocks.” Many system

resources and tools will need to be present on a compute

node and integrated and composed into system-level

services at scale. Rather than continuing to assign more

of the available cores to computation and intensifying

the pressure on the memory and secondary storage

systems, some of the cores may serve applications’

overall performance better if they can intercept and

absorb part of its data-intensive tasks. Such asymmetric

division of labor among cores is not new. There exists

I/O libraries that dedicate processors [17], [18] or use

separate threads [18], [19] for handling parallel I/O op-

erations. Similarly, BlueGene/L [20] uses distinct cores

for compute and networking tasks. However, we propose

a functional partitioning (FP) runtime environment as

a generalized way to dedicate a subset of cores within

a compute node to data processing services to help

alleviate the I/O bottleneck. This way, our approach

can improve the overall system resource utilization and

speed up eventual application turnaround. As a proof-

of-concept study, we explore several sample data ser-

vices, such as peer checkpointing, data analytics, and

file format conversion. The partitioning techniques we

develop can also provide the basis for other activities,

such as monitoring, result verification and validation,

shadow computation, compression, and encryption.

A suitable platform for demonstrating the usefulness

of FP is driven by the observation that future HPC

systems are likely to be equipped with non-volatile

devices such as solid-state disks (SSDs). SSDs offer

excellent read/write throughput (e.g., up to GB/s with

PCIe cards) when compared to secondary storage and

larger capacity when compared to DRAM (hundreds of

GBs). SSDs can be used either as slow memory or a

faster cache and posses very desirable properties such as

low power consumption and persistence. HPC systems

are beginning to explore the use of SSDs in the storage

hierarchy (e.g., SDSC’s Gordon [21]) as a means to

mitigate the pressure on storage systems. However, there

is a lack of a coherent architecture in HPC to use SSDs in

a unified fashion and in concert with secondary storage.

Further, there is no clear set of guidelines as to where

to place SSDs in the supercomputer (e.g., node-local or

system nodes). Thus, in this paper, we also investigate

the use of SSDs towards addressing the I/O bandwidth

bottleneck and illustrate how FP can be used to dedicate

cores that are geared towards performing different I/O

services on the SSDs. However, the benefits of FP hold

irrespective of whether a system employs SSDs or not.

A. Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions.

Functional Partitioning (FP) Design Paradigm:We

propose a FP runtime environment as a novel generalized

approach to partitioning many-core systems. Rather than

focusing on raw performance scaling, FP enables the

concerted use of the plethora of cores towards an applica-

tion’s own diverse set of activities. The runtime lays out

an architecture that enables: (a) applications to specify

the assist tasks in a job script, (b) an auxiliary application

(aux-app) model for the assist tasks so they can co-

execute with the applications, and (c) a foundation on

which dynamic adaptation of the provisioning of cores

to aux-apps can be performed in the future.

Building-blocks for FP: We show, via implemen-

tation and experimentation, that dedicating checkpoint

and de-duplication cores is in fact a concrete first step

towards functionally distinguishing cores.

Aggregate, Intermediate SSD Device: We built an

architecture to harness SSD storage, in user space, from

individual nodes to create a scalable, aggregate interme-

diate SSD device that can sustain high-speed writes. The

device also facilitates diverse data operations potentially

offered by our proposed service cores. Our approach is

by far the first to propose a concerted use of distributed

SSDs in a supercomputer environment.

Evaluation: We undertake a thorough evaluation of

the FP approach using a large 160-core testbed, studying

the resulting I/O throughput, impact of varying different

parameters such as number of dedicated cores, and the

overall impact on a real-world application’s performance.

II. RELATED WORK

Resource management in heterogeneous and special-

ized multi-processor systems has gained much research

attention recently [22]–[26] with focus on scientific

applications. There have also been studies on utiliz-

ing available cores for online execution monitoring or

security checking [27], [28]. However, to the best of our

knowledge, FP on general-purpose, homogeneous cores

has not been studied for mainstream HPC applications.

Although there exists I/O libraries that dedicate proces-

sors [17], [18] or use separate threads [18], [19] for

handling parallel I/O operations, our FP approach for

multicores directly targets the on-chip parallel compu-

tation efficiency problem, and presents a more general

and versatile service model for balanced utilization of

the increasing number of cores.

Several research efforts have also advocated a

pipelined model — that assigns various computational

tasks of an application to different cores — for homo-

geneous [29]–[32] and heterogeneous [33]–[36] systems

for parallelizing applications. In contrast, FP is a novel

runtime environment for core allocation and, in this



paper, we highlight its use in servicing I/O and the

compute-intensive tasks related to it in order to achieve

high overall system throughput.

This paper develops checkpointing and the compute-

intensive operations surrounding it as sample services to

be provided by dedicated core(s). Our implementation

focuses on utilizing aggregated memory/SSD spaces,

however, FP is general enough for incorporating other

peer-checkpointing schemes, such as [37], [38].

Recently, supercomputers are being equipped with

SSDs (e.g., Gordon [21]). Besides illustrating one po-

tential mechanism of utilizing node attached SSDs, FP

aggressively overlaps SSD accesses with computation,

which may help in hiding from the user the SSD per-

formance variance problem revealed by a recent study

characterizing scientific I/O workloads on SSDs [39].

III. FP: RATIONALE AND ENVIRONMENT

The advent of multicores implies that data production

rates of computer systems are fast surpassing the con-

sumption rates of the associated storage systems, thus

creating a fundamental imbalance between the two. As

applications try to scale to tens of cores within a single

node, the storage-compute performance gap leads to I/O

bottleneck. In essence, even though cores are available,

they may not yield expected performance benefits.

There are numerous application activities, e.g., check-

pointing, file reformatting, etc., in a typical application

workflow that can benefit if just a few cores were exclu-

sively allocated for the activities. Prior work in this area

has often been relegated to application-specific solutions

of running a few support threads on cores. Instead, we

create a generic runtime environment for dedicating a

portion of the cores allotted to an application towards

application activities besides computation.

Partitioning Cores: To handle the aforementioned

application activities, we specialize cores by assigning

to them specific sets of functionality. The analogy being:

just as a large supercomputer has compute, I/O and ser-

vice nodes for different functions, we enable a “system

on chip”-like design by partitioning the cores (within a

node) based on their functionality, e.g., compute cores,

checkpoint cores, shadow-computation cores, verifica-

tion cores, etc. To achieve such a holistic solution, how-

ever, we need a sophisticated runtime environment for

many-core systems. We argue that such an outlook brings

a novel perspective to current multicore research, the vast

majority of which is focused only on raw computational

scaling of applications. Instead, we aim to achieve a

concerted use of the thousands of cores available to an

application on a whole gamut of application activities.

Functionally partitioning cores to conduct assist tasks

in-situ, with the application, can be compared against

partitioning in time approaches that schedule operations

in a performance-optimal manner. FP offers several

advantages in terms of programmability, transparency

and simplicity. In contrast, partitioning in time does

reduce resource contention, which might be an issue

with functionally partitioned cores (e.g., contention for

memory resources). However, the storage wall is still a

looming issue with the time-partitioning model, which

is a critical problem that we strive to alleviate with FP.

A. Runtime Environment for FP

FP is supported through a dynamic runtime component

comprising a suite of application support services. We

adopt a bottom-up approach and construct several sample

data-oriented services, which illustrate the concrete steps

in building and enabling application support services.

They also serve as proof-of-concept case studies to

evaluate the effectiveness of FP.

Realizing the Runtime: The support services are run

as “auxiliary applications” (aux-apps) on the dedicated

cores (co-located with the main applications). An aux-

app monitors its associated main application and trans-

parently performs the support tasks, e.g., an aux-app can

be used to create an aggregate distributed storage device

(using SSDs) for checkpointing. Moreover, the aux-apps

do not have to run on each node; multiple aux-apps can

be aggregated on specialized nodes from where they can

monitor applications on other nodes.

The first step towards realizing the FP runtime is

to provide an interface to the application writers for

specifying what aux-apps should run along with the main

application. The job submission script is the logical place

where such information can be specified. Note that the

scripts are used to specify the location of aux-apps as

well as to invoke implemented aux-apps, and are not

means for implementing the aux-apps.

The runtime utilizes a FUSE [40] enabled driver com-

ponent that exports a mountpoint to allow interactions

between the main application and the aux-apps. The

driver supports an interface, the aux-app API, through

which the aux-apps can be invoked on the data accessed

by the application through the mountpoint. The aux-

apps are thus implemented as pluggable modules be-

hind the FUSE-based driver component. A number of

standard aux-apps, e.g., checkpoint management, etc.,

are provided by the runtime, and customized aux-apps

can be developed by the application programmer using

the aux-app API. Consequently, the aux-app operation

is transparent to the main application during execution,

as it simply accesses data through the mountpoint. This

ensures that the design and development of aux-apps is

decoupled from that of the main application.

For each aux-app the driver creates a separate thread

(or a set of threads), which is then scheduled on the

dedicated core(s). The aux-app approach also supports



i n t aux app wr i t e ( vo id ∗ o u t p u t b u f f e r , i n t s i z e ){
i n t r e s u l t =SUCCESS ;
/ / p r o c e s s o u t p u t i n chunks

whi le ( ( chunk=ge t chunk (& ou t b u f f e r , s i z e ) ) ! = n u l l ){
/ / compute hash on o u t p u t b u f f e r chunks

char∗ hash=sha1 ( chunk ) ;

/ / w r i t e t h e new chunk

i f ( ! h a s h t a b l e g e t ( ha sh ) )
r e s u l t = d a t a w r i t e ( chunk ) ;

/ / upda te de−dup hash−t a b l e

h a s h t a b l e u p d a t e (& r e s u l t , chunk , hash ) ;
}
re turn r e s u l t ;

}

Fig. 2. Example write extension for a checkpointing aux-app.

advanced usage scenarios, e.g., aux-apps from different

nodes can work together to provide I/O aggregation

across nodes for reducing load on secondary storage.

Consider an aux-app for de-duplicating checkpoint

data. The user specifies the aux-app in the job submis-

sion script, which is then executed as a thread by the

FUSE-based driver component on application execution.

When the application writes to our mountpoint, the de-

duplication function (Figure 2) is invoked on the data.

Note that although only the write function is shown, all

I/O functions supported by the FUSE API are supported

by the aux-app API.

Discussion: Our current implementation of the run-

time supports a static partitioning of cores, which means

that core allocation to aux-apps cannot change during

an application run. Such dynamic re-allocation can be

useful, as we illustrate later in our evaluation, if an aux-

app can benefit from more cores or if an application

can make sufficient progress without an additional core.

The need for such flexibility is also warranted from

the usability aspect of the runtime. For example, how

will a user know what is an optimal partitioning? The

ideal solution would be to start with a conservative

partition and then to let the runtime provision the al-

location based on an agreed upon progress metric. The

advantage of the aux-app approach is that it provides the

basis upon which such a dynamic provisioning of cores

can be built. While the number of cores used by the

compute component of an application is typically fixed,

the functionally partitioned cores can be used to support

multiple services as required to improve the application

performance. For example, if two cores are available

for running the aux-apps, dynamic provisioning may

use one core for de-duplication and data compression

and another for checkpointing, instead of using both for

checkpointing. Or it may even run an additional format

transformation service that shares the available cores

with other services. The goal being to improve overall

application performance. Such a dynamic approach will

allow the aux-apps to adjust to the application demands

while keeping the performance impact to a minimum. In

this paper we present and evaluate static FP, and identify

the need for future work on dynamic provisioning.

Another aspect that impacts the utility of FP is

whether an application is designed to utilize all cores

available to it, i.e., no dedicated cores are available

for aux-apps. We argue that application writers should

examine end-to-end performance, i.e., all tasks and not

just compute, and decide what is best for their applica-

tions. Nonetheless, based on our experience with user

allocation requests, such a scenario is highly unlikely

as users, without exception, over-provision cores, which

can then be used by aux-apps.

In summary, the runtime provides for flexibly synthe-

sizing application support services and dynamically us-

ing the allocated cores to improve end-to-end application

performance, and not just raw compute performance.

IV. SAMPLE CORE SERVICES

In this section, we present several sample services that

can be performed by dedicated cores. Note that a single

service may be carried out by multiple cores if necessary,

conversely, multiple services can be assigned to a single

core. We illustrate dedicating cores to application tasks

using a checkpointing service. Checkpointing and its

associated tasks such as data draining, de-duplication,

and format transformation provide an insightful case

study for the application I/O activities that can be

expedited using the functional partitioning runtime. We

demonstrate the benefits of performing each of these

operations in-situ by the aux-apps. This is in contrast

to the extant approach of conducting such operations in

an offline manner, which exacerbates the storage wall

issue due to the constant writing and re-reading of TBs

of data from secondary storage.

A. SSD-based Checkpointing

Why Checkpointing? Checkpointing is an important

data operation routinely performed by parallel appli-

cations, both for fault tolerance and for user-initiated

execution restart. Checkpointing is becoming increas-

ingly expensive relative to computation, especially for

large-scale jobs, and is a key consideration in design-

ing supercomputers. For example, the Argonne Intrepid

BG/P supercomputer was designed not to meet balanced

machine criteria (a bit of I/O per second per instruction

per second), but rather to be able to dump the contents

of the entire system memory to secondary storage in 30

minutes [41]. This makes checkpointing an appealing

candidate for being “outsourced” to spare cores that

cannot further help towards improving the end-to-end

application execution time.

Rather than simply handing the periodic checkpoint-

ing I/O to dedicated cores to store in their associated



memory (an approach exploited previously on dedicated

processors within an SMP box [18]), in this paper

we explore checkpointing using non-volatile memories.

One can argue that checkpointing is I/O intensive and,

therefore, does not benefit from a dedicated checkpoint

core. We counter this hypothesis with the observation

that checkpointing can benefit from a host of other

operations, such as de-duplication and compression (both

of which are compute-intensive), draining and format

transformation, which when performed in-situ through

FP can alleviate the storage wall problem mentioned

earlier. Consequently, the checkpointing service core, in

this work, can perform more sophisticated tasks beyond

just performing background I/O from the main memory

to PFS, which is what most applications are currently

faced with and stymied by. Another question that arises

in this context is whether the task that would have been

performed on the dedicated core can be run on the same

core as the application. This is not possible even when

the application is performing I/O, unless the application

is modified to run a helper thread that is pinned to

another spare core. However, Leadership machines, such

as Jaguar, are not designed to be time-sharing systems

and an application’s allocation of cores is its own for the

entirety of the run. For these reasons, the checkpointing

service can benefit from the FP runtime.

Why SSDs? Among the several types of non-volatile

memories, flash memory-based SSDs are gaining popu-

larity for persistent data storage. SSDs offer a number

of benefits over the conventional mechanical disks, such

as fast data access time, low power consumption, light

weight, higher resilience to external shocks and high

temperatures. SSDs become especially helpful as the

system memory bandwidth, as a function of computation

throughput (byte/FLOP), has been consistently dropping

in the Top500 supercomputers over the past decade. In

fact, the ratio for a 2018 exascale machine is projected to

be 0.01, which has been explicitly identified by DOE as

one of the chief exascale problems to be addressed [42].

Furthermore, the non-volatile nature of SSDs can help

provide intermediate storage for checkpointing data and

reduce disk I/O (and communication) load.

Sustainability of SSD-based checkpointing: To justify

the use of SSDs for HPC checkpointing — a write-

intensive and write-once workload — one must address

two inter-dependent concerns of cost and durability. This

is because there is a significant $/GB difference between

current SSDs and hard disks, and the number of erase

cycles supported on the SSDs is fixed (limited compared

to the hard disks). To check whether it is feasible to use

SSDs for HPC checkpointing, we examine production

run checkpointing characteristics of seven leadership-

class DOE applications on the ORNL Jaguar machine

(Table I). At the time of the runs, Jaguar had four quad-

TABLE I
CHECKPOINT SIZES AND ESTIMATED NODES/SSD1.

Appl.
Data size Data size # Nodes/SSD
(MB/Core) (MB/Node) C1 C2

GTC 180 2880 21 11
XGC1 120 920 31 16
GTS 220 3520 17 9
Chimera 10 160 380 200
S3D 14 224 271 142
GEM 20 320 190 100
M3D-k 14 224 271 142

core processors (16 cores/node). Based on this data, and

the specification of the SSD we have used in our study,

Intel-X25 SLC SSD (Table III), we estimate how many

compute nodes can share a single 32 GB SSD, under the

following constraints:

• C1 – lifetime: SSD’s lifetime should be at least 5

years. This is based on the replacement cycle of

hard disks in HPC setups and data centers (typically

3-5 years) [43]. Each SLC memory cell typically

has a lifetime of 100 K–1 M erase operations [44].

Assuming each block can sustain the conservative

100 K erase cycles and that an update of 1 block

(256 KB) results in one block erase under perfect

wear-leveling scheme [45], the lifetime of an SSD

(F) for a given workload is calculated based on the

following Equation (1) [45]:

Lifetime(F ) =
Size of NAND flash × Erase cycles(#)

Bytes written per day
(1)

• C2 – capacity: To allow lazy draining of data to

secondary storage, each SSD should be large enough

to hold one complete checkpoint from the nodes

sharing the device.

Table I shows the checkpoint characteristics for the

applications considered, as well as the estimated number

of nodes that can share a single SSD under C1 and C2.

There are two key observations that can be made from

the table. First, the lifetime is not the limiting constraint

for sharing an SSD, rather the limit is determined by the

SSD capacity. Second, even with both the constraints, a

large number of nodes can share a single SSD. This is

promising, as it indicates that an SSD-based checkpoint-

ing solution can be economically feasible.

Checkpointing Architecture: In our design, compute

nodes contribute one or more cores and their associated

SSDs as checkpoint cores to construct an aggregate,

distributed checkpoint device. Each checkpoint core runs

a benefactor process that contributes available, node-

local SSD space (or a partition of it) to a manager

process (running on one of the participating nodes) that

aggregates such distributed SSD spaces and presents a

1We thank Scott Klasky for providing us with application data sizes.



collective intermediate storage device to checkpointing

clients. Management tasks (such as benefactor status

monitoring, space mapping, and data striping) can be

done in a similar way as in existing storage aggregation

systems [46]–[48]. For each checkpoint, the manager

also maintains a striping map that contains information

about where all the different parts (chunks) of the

checkpoint are stored.

The aggregate SSD storage is made available to clients

via a transparent file system mount point, /AggregateSS-

Dstore, using FUSE [40] as discussed in Section III.

Here, we leverage our prior work on mounting an

aggregate storage of node-local disks [48]. An appli-

cation core that checkpoints data to the mount point

will be redirected to the aggregate SSD storage, without

requiring any other code modification.

While a single compute node’s local memory is likely

to be much smaller than its local SSD, checkpointing to

aggregated SSD space from multiple nodes has several

advantages. First, it provides fault tolerance in the event

of compute node failure, which may render the persistent

SSD-resident checkpoint data inaccessible. The globally

accessible aggregate storage space also facilitates easy

replication, e.g., using a simple copy in the aggregate

space, of the individual node’s checkpoint (or chunks of

striped checkpoints) across multiple nodes, which would

otherwise be complex, visible to the application, and

cumbersome if nodes managed their associated SSDs in-

dividually. Second, when the SSDs are distributed across

a set of system nodes, aggregation and access through a

file system mount point offers an elegant abstraction to

transparently access them from the numerous compute

nodes, thus decoupling the placement of SSDs from the

compute nodes and allowing for sharing of SSDs across

multiple nodes. Finally, although we expect the growth

in memory sizes to be matched with proportional growth

in SSD space on all nodes, even if that is not the case

and there is an imbalance, this abstraction allows for

data to be striped over to other node-local SSDs. For

example, the 512-core DASH system [49] at SDSC (the

precursor to 8192-core Gordon system) is equipped with

4 TB of flash storage, compared to its 3 TB of DRAM.

Currently, a high-end Fusion I/O PCIe MLC SSD card

(io Drive Duo) at 640 GB is priced around $15K. Much

like disk storage, SSD storage is increasing in capacity

and decreasing in cost. Thus, growth in SSD space is

currently outpacing memory increases.

B. De-duplication

Another sample data service function is de-

duplication, which is used to identify and store unique

data copies. For HPC applications, this service is useful

when used in conjunction with checkpointing, to de-

tect the similarity between two successive checkpoint

images and only store their dissimilar parts. Such in-

cremental checkpointing techniques have been explored

earlier [48], [50]. The challenge in doing de-duplication

on dedicated cores simultaneously with the main com-

putation is to avoid significant memory contention.

To this end, we have built a service that computes

hashes of the checkpoint data and identifies and removes

duplicates. A dedicated de-duplication core (a check-

point core can also double as a de-duplication core) is

assigned the task of computing the chunk hashes that

are then stored as metadata for that particular dataset at

the manager (in checkpoint architecture above). When

the checkpoint image for the next timestep, t, is to be

written, the chunk hashes from (t − 1) are compared

against the new, incoming image. A matching chunk

hash indicates a duplicate and the chunk is not written,

only the checkpoint’s striping map is updated to point to

the previously stored chunk. Consequently, depending

on the degree of similarity between two successive

checkpoints, the size of the checkpoint data written and

the time to write it can be significantly reduced.

C. Format Transformation

Another potential data service for using dedicated

cores is file format transformation. Large-scale parallel

scientific simulations (and subsequent analysis/visualiza-

tion tools processing their computation results) do not

read/write data in plain binary formats. Instead, they

often use high-level I/O libraries to create and access

data in special scientific data formats. Intermediate

checkpoint snapshot data is also saved in a specific data

format so that it can be used by applications as a restart

file in case of failure. Well-adopted formats, such as

HDF5 [51] and netCDF [52], produce self-explanatory

and self-contained files, with support for binary porta-

bility. However, accessing these files, especially through

their parallel interfaces, has been substantially slower

than reading/writing binary files [18], [53]. Checkpoint-

ing, while already cumbersome due to the storage wall,

is often further stymied due to the need of being in

proper scientific data formats. Recently, researchers have

exploited dedicated data service nodes to form staging

areas, where output data can be dumped in internal, faster

formats, then asynchronously converted to HDF5 files

on hard disks, producing a significant I/O performance

improvement [54]. With dedicated cores, similar format

transformation can be performed, especially with the

SSD-based storage layer. As existing intermediate file

formats (such as BP [53]) dump data in quite manageable

units, the format transformation core can easily perform

the conversion in a streaming manner. This reduces the

memory requirement and performance perturbation to

the computation and other concurrent data tasks running

on the other cores. It helps to perform such format



conversions while the data is in transit (either in memory

or SSD) and has not yet reached secondary storage.

Further, performing conversion operations on each core

within the compute node makes the data deluge more

manageable. If the entire checkpoint or result snapshot

is written as binary data to disk and format conversion is

performed offline, the entire workflow suffers from con-

stant re-reading of data. Offline format conversion also

means that if a failure occurred right after a checkpoint,

a valid restart file may not be ready yet, which wastes

significant resources and delays job turnaround.

D. Adaptive Checkpoint Data Draining

Although an SSD can store data persistently, and its

capacity will typically be manifold compared to node-

local memory, large-scale, long-running jobs can gener-

ate overwhelming volumes of data that results in space

on the SSD running out. This is especially true when

not every node has an SSD attached to it, instead only

a select set of system nodes has SSDs (due to budget

concerns for example). Fortunately, checkpointing for

fault tolerance does not require keeping all checkpoints:

typically files are overwritten and saving up to two

most recent checkpoints is enough. However, writing

checkpoints to secondary storage supported via a parallel

file system may still be needed: for some applications,

checkpoint data doubles as result data for future analy-

sis/visualization, or needs to be saved for elective restart.

Even though draining is I/O bound, it cannot be done

offline as the aggregate SSD space needs to be vacated

for future checkpoint data. Growing memory size and

the resulting increasing checkpoint size further stresses

the need for in-situ data draining. With a checkpointing

core, issues arising from growing memory sizes can be

mitigated, and draining from SSDs to the secondary

storage can be done in flexible and intelligent ways. As

draining is I/O bound, it can be overlapped with other

CPU bound checkpoint assist tasks.

The checkpointing core may decide to drain once

every k checkpoints, in addition to maintaining the two

most recent ones. The parameter k may even be con-

figured and coordinated at runtime, through additional

monitoring functions performed by the checkpointing

core (such as watching the client checkpoint frequency).

When the compute cores are back in the next compu-

tation phase, the checkpoint cores can collectively and

lazily drain selected checkpoints to secondary storage.

To enable this, the runtime supplies the aux-apps on

different nodes with the location of the manager process.

The system uses a soft-state protocol, where the aux-

apps periodically announce their availability and sharing

preferences, e.g., available SSD space, to the manager

using keep alive updates. This not only allows the aux-

apps to locate and communicate with each other, but also
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Fig. 3. High level FP system architecture.

provides them with flexibility to change their preferences

over time. The manager uses this information to instruct

the aux-apps about the secondary storage location to

where the checkpoints from the SSDs can be drained.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

As a proof-of-concept, we have used the FP runtime

to implement SSD-based checkpointing and various sup-

port services discussed in the previous section, using

about 22.1 K lines of C code.

Figure 3 shows the components of our software that

is run at the manager, benefactors, and clients. Note that

every client node can also be a benefactor if it decides to

provide its associated SSD to the aggregate SSD store.

An example distribution of cores is also shown, where

the white cores are used for computation and the shaded

cores run aux-apps for services such as data draining

and de-duplication. The manager (running on a separate

node) works with the compute nodes to create a virtual

aggregated SSD store, which serves as a transparent

interface to the distributed SSDs. It also supports lazy

draining to the very large but slower secondary disk-

based storage. The aux-apps coordinate with each other

across nodes using socket communication, and remain

transparent to the main application.

The sequence of events when an application check-

points is as follows. Upon receiving a request to write

the checkpoint data, the FUSE module invokes the client

component, which interacts with the manager to deter-

mine the benefactor that will handle the checkpoint for

the client. If the client is on a node that has an associated

SSD it is given preference and is utilized. The exception

to this is if the local SSD is out of storage space, when a

remote benefactor is chosen. Regardless of whether the

client and benefactor are on the same node, the client

directly contacts the benefactor to determine its current

availability, divides the checkpoint data into fixed-size

chunks, and transfers the chunks to the benefactor. The



TABLE II
TESTBED CONFIGURATION.

# of processing nodes 20
Capacity of storage server 2 TB
Network Interconnect Infiniband QD 40 Gbit/s

HDD model WD3200AAJS SATAII
Bandwidth 85 MB/s
Capacity 320 GB

Cores per node 8
Memory per node 8 GB

Max. cores available 160

TABLE III
SSD SPECIFICATIONS OF INTEL X25-E [56].

Model Intel X25-E Extreme
Features SATA-II SLC Flash Technology
Capacity 32GB

Bandwidth
Sequential read: 250 MB/s
Sequential write: 175 MB/s

I/O Per Second
Random 4KB reads: >35K IOPS
Random 4KB writes: >3.3K IOPS

benefactor stores the data on its associated SSD. Asyn-

chronously, as discussed in Section IV the benefactor

may drain data from the SSD to the secondary storage

system. Once the checkpoint is complete, the benefactors

inform the manager. The manager can then also invoke

a merge component on the benefactors, which reads the

checkpoint chunks from the secondary storage system

and rearranges them into a merged checkpoint file, ready

to be used by standard restart mechanisms if needed.

Finally, we have also built the checkpoint data ma-

nipulation services as discussed in Section IV, such as

basic data draining, replication, and de-duplication.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our implementation of FP

and study its impact on application performance.

A. Methodology

Testbed Setup: Table II shows the configuration of

our testbed, which uses 20 nodes from the systemG

machine at Virginia Tech. All of the participating nodes

are identical and run Linux Kernel 2.6.27.10. Each node

is also equipped with an emulated SSD that has been

validated against a real product (Table III) for sequential

I/O throughputs within an error margin of 0.57%. The

device uses DRAM for storage and emulates a real SSD

by introducing artificial delays [55].

Our setup is not equipped with a PFS, so we used

node-local disks for checkpoint data. While typical HPC

setups do not employ node-local disks, we use them as

a high-throughput alternative to an NFS server.

Workloads: We employ a real-world astrophysics

simulation code, FLASH [15], [16], which generates

checkpoint files in HDF5. We modified the Sod 3D

version of FLASH for our evaluation: all the compute

processes carry out parallel I/O, including checkpointing,

using MPI-IO. The problem size remains fixed as the

number of compute processes is increased. For more de-

tailed testing, we also use a synthetic benchmark, which

is a simple checkpoint application that generates same

sized checkpoint data every barrier step. Specifically,

we created an MPI program with 160 processes, each

writing 0.25 GB of data per checkpoint, thus creating a

total checkpoint of 40 GB per barrier step. Finally, we

use static functional partitioning for the experiments.

B. Impact of FP

In our first set of experiments, we determine the

impact of FP on overall application performance. We

use the notation, FP (X, Y ), to denote a setup with

a total of Y cores per node of which X have been

functionally partitioned for support services. For this test,

we use FLASH with a checkpoint size of 6.8 GB. No

format transformation is performed on the checkpoint

data. We consider four cases. (i) Local disk non-FP(0,8):

The baseline performance where all 8 cores per node

are used for application computation. Checkpoint data

from all the 8 cores in every node is written to the local

disk on that compute node. (ii) Local disk non-FP(0,7):

Repeat (i), but with only 7 cores per node for application

computation and the remaining core is left idle. All the

7 cores per node write to the local disk on that compute

node. (iii) Aggregate disk FP(1,8): FP where 1 core out

of 8 on each node is used as a dedicated checkpoint

core. An aux-app is run on these dedicated cores, which

assists with checkpointing and its associated tasks. In

this case, FP allows us to build sophisticated structures,

such as an aggregate distributed store of node-local disks

by pooling the aux-app services on each checkpoint

core as explained in Sections IV and V. The 7 cores

per node checkpoint to this aggregated storage, which

stripes the data in parallel to distributed aux-app services.

(iv) Aggregate SSD FP(1,8): Similar to (iii), but with

checkpointing to aggregate SSD storage.

Figure 4 shows the result for 80 and 160 cores, under

strong scaling. First, we observe that removing a core

from the computation, local disk non-FP(0,7), does not

affect the overall performance significantly; in fact the

2.23% average difference between that and local disk

non-FP(0,8) is within the error margin. Note that the

small increase in execution time from 80 to 160 cores

is due to contention in our testbed. Moreover, it can be

observed that dedicating one core to handle the check-

point, aggregate disk FP(1,8), can improve the execution

time by 15.42% and 27.05% for 80 and 160 cores,

respectively. The benefit is also in part due to the ability

to write to an aggregate store of node-local disks, pooled

from the aux-apps on the dedicated checkpoint cores.

Thus, FP is a viable approach and it also lets us build rich
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Fig. 6. Impact of varying benefactors.

composite services that are much beneficial. Moreover,

the use of aggregate SSD FP(1,8) provides an additional

gain of 43.95% and 41.34% compared to checkpointing

on disks for 80 and 160 cores, respectively. This is

promising as SSDs can enable efficient checkpointing

in HPC setups that do not have node-local disks.

C. Checkpointing to Memory versus SSD Storage

In the next set of experiments, we compare SSD-

based checkpointing with our previous work on in-

memory checkpointing that aggregates memory buffers

across nodes and employs triple-buffering to provide

improved throughput. The workload comprises of a

synthetic benchmark with up to 125 clients, each writing

a checkpoint of 0.25 GB. For SSD-based checkpointing,

each node has an SSD, thus the number of aux-apps

(run as benefactors) for this case is 20, “SSD(20)”. The
number of benefactors for in-memory triple buffer is

set to 35, “Triple Buffer(35)”, which is large enough to

avoid draining the data to secondary storage, and gives

the best case performance of in-memory checkpointing.

Figure 5 shows the results. As the number of clients

increases, the benefactor utilization increases and so does

the sustained throughput. We also observe that I/O

throughput for checkpointing to an aggregate SSD device

is 14.7% lower compared to the in-memory technique,

which is obvious. Nonetheless, our SSD-based check-

pointing does not require the dedicated cores to give

up their memory, which may reduce application perfor-

mance, as can happen for in-memory checkpointing.

Next, we determine the effect of the number of bene-

factors on sustained checkpoint I/O throughput. We fix

the client cores to 120 and vary the benefactors from 5
to 40. We perform in-memory checkpointing. Figure 6

shows that the I/O throughput does not increase beyond

25 benefactors and there is even a slight decrease,

implying the futility of simply adding more benefactors

as it takes cores away from computation.

1) Varying number of application processes: The next

experiment limits the number of in-memory benefactors

and compares its throughput against checkpointing to

SSD. We repeat the experiment of SSD(20) and compare

against in-memory triple buffering, but with only 20
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benefactors, “Triple Buffer(20)”. We use a maximum

of 140 compute cores. Figure 7 shows that the initial

performance of Triple Buffer(20) is similar to Triple

Buffer(35). However, as the client cores are increased

beyond 80, the benefactor buffers fill up faster than

they can be drained, causing a significant throughput

reduction. As the compute cores are further increased,

the bandwidth eventually reduces to almost that of a

direct checkpoint to disk, as the draining agent has now

become I/O bound. Note that the steps pattern on the tail

of the graph is an artifact of how clients and benefactors

are distributed in our test. In contrast, SSD-based

checkpointing achieves better throughput with increasing

number of clients simply due to larger available space

(32 GB SSD versus 1 GB memory aggregated).
2) Varying number of SSD benefactors: In this experi-

ment, we study the impact of varying the number of SSD

benefactors. Figure 8 shows the results. As expected,

more SSD benefactors result in better I/O throughput.

However, once a sufficient number of benefactors were

available, i.e., >= 5, the overall throughput did not

change much. A remarkable coincidence is that I/O

throughput is limited by the available bandwidth of

SSDs, and not the number of SSD benefactors (beyond

a certain number, i.e. 5 in this case). Conversely, unless

the proper number of SSD benefactors is available, the

checkpoint nodes can be a bottleneck for the entire

system performance in the worst case.

D. De-duplication of Checkpointing Data

We have seen the benefit of FP on reducing overall

execution time. In the following, we observe how of-
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floading different application activities to dedicated cores

can further improve overall application performance.

For this experiment, in particular, we consider the

benefits of de-duplicating across consecutive checkpoints

in reducing the amount of data that needs to be written.

We use our synthetic benchmark program with one core

on each node dedicated to de-duplication and check-

pointing, and vary the number of compute cores from 20

to 140. We also observe the impact of varying the amount

of de-duplication. Figure 9 shows the effective I/O rates

for the checkpoint for different de-dup ratios (shown

in parenthesis). Observe that although de-duplication

reduces the amount of data that needs to be transferred,

the I/O rates achieved for writing the checkpoint on

average across the considered de-dup ratios are 30%

lower than that without de-duplication. This is because of

the compute-intensive nature of the de-duplication pro-

cess and indicates that the service is under-provisioned

(sharing one core with checkpointing). Figure 10 shows

the amount of data transferred for a de-dup ratio of 0.25.
As expected, de-duplication reduces the amount of data

that needs to be written to the disk by 25% or as much as

8208 MB for 140 cores. Such decrease in the amount of

checkpoint data to be written (which is all write I/Os) can

help improve the lifetime of SSDs used for intermediate

aggregated storage.

In the next experiment, we allocated two service

cores, one bound for de-duplication and the other for

checkpointing. The core services can be overlapped.

Figure 11 shows the benefits of allocating more cores

to support services by sacrificing computation resources.

Overall, we see that with functional partitioning, FP(2,8)

can provide higher throughput than FP(1,8). For instance,

the I/O throughput is improved by about 60% with a

de-duplication ratio of 0.25, when we use 120 cores

for application computation. We speculate that these

benefits are mainly obtained from pipelined effect of

two cores executing in parallel. Finally, this experiment

illustrates the need for dynamic and autonomic service

core allocation and resource provisioning, as discussed

earlier. We plan to pursue this as part of our future work.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have discussed FP of cores in large multicore

systems to support different application activities, in

contrast to the extant approach to allocating all cores to

computation. We have applied FP to the critical problem

of handling checkpoint I/O in supercomputers, where the

large number of cores can result in a significant amount

of application execution time spent in checkpointing.

We have developed a flexible SSD-based checkpointing

system that allows for transparent sharing of SSDs across

different nodes, thus providing an economically viable

solution. Our evaluation using a real implementation

shows that our core allocation model is viable, and can

provide significant benefits with minimal impact and

even increase overall performance (dedicating 1 core

on an oct-core machine for checkpointing can improve

overall execution time of a FLASH benchmark on 80

and 160 cores by 43.95% and 41.34%, respectively).

In summary, our work demonstrates FP’s usability and

in our future work, we will apply such partitioning to

support other mission-critical application activities.
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